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Nottingham, Bridge over the River Trent at, 77
Newing Hill Gate Station, Metropolitan District Railway, 55
Ohio, Suspension Bridge over the River, at Cincinnati, 159
Ohio's Rigid Suspension Bridge at Singapore, 83
Ohio's Rigid Suspension Foot Bridge over the Moldau at Prague, 72
Orival, Bridge over the River Seine at, 89
Osna and Oddakirkn Railway, Bridge over the Ganges at Calcutta, 143
Ouse, Hydraulic Swing Bridge over the River near Yorks, 144
Ouse Swing Bridge over the River, near Yorks, 144

Painting Ironwork of the Orival Bridge, 91
Paris, Bridge at the Point de Jour, 87
Paris, The Pont Saint Louis, 97
Post Bridge for Walls of Metropolitan District Railway near Westminster Abbey, 49
Pembroke-works, Squares under, Metropolitan District Railway, 55, 56
Penfold, at Brest, Swing Bridge over the, 85
Perivale Bridge, New South Wales, 8
Perrin's Apparatus for Sawing off Pins under Water, 171
Perms Way of the Metropolitan Railway, 63
Perigueux, Foundations of Bridge over the River Dordogne at, 123
Petersborough, Bridge over the River Ouse at, 125
Petit's Stiffened Triangular Truss Bridge, 81
Philadelphia, Bridge over Thirty-third-street, 148
Philadelphia, The Chestnut-street Bridge, 163
Pier at the Beacon Gas Works, 12
Pier, The Clevelon, 132
Pier for the Hall South Bridge, 113
Pier, Southport, Sinking Piles by the Water Jet at, 173
Pier for the Swing Bridge over the River Ouse, 144
Piers for the Swing Bridge over the Ouse near Goods, 25
Pier at Woolwich Arsenal, 156
Piers Albert Bridge over the River Clyde, 27
Piers for the Dumfries Bridge, 140
Piers of Bridge over the Loire at Chalonnes, 100
Piers of Bridge over the Seine at Pontchartrain, 127
Piers of the Bridge over the River Tyne at Perpignan, 165
Piers of the Cincinnati Suspension Bridge, 159
Piers of the Clifton Suspension Bridge, Niagara Falls, 106
Piers of the Clyde Bridge, Sinking, by Milroy's Exterminator, 174
Piers for the Crewe-cross Bridge, 142
Piers of the Kansas City Bridge, 121
Piers of the Kiel Tunnell Bridge, 139
Piers of the Mersey Viaduct, 55
Piers for the New Bridge at Copenhagen, 84
Piers of Suspension Bridge at Singapore, 82
Piers for the Widening of the Victoria Bridge, Filinco, 72
Piers, Wroughtiron, of the Metra Bridge, 30
Piles, Apparatus for Sawing off, Under Water, 171
Piles for Carrying Viaducts at the Beckenham Goods Station, 106
Piles made of Barlow Bails used for Clevendon Pier, 122
Piles, Sinking Screw, Apparatus for, 170
Piles, Swimming Piles by the Water Jet, 72
Piling for Exterminating the Frontage of the River Lea at Barking Road, 102
Pipes, Gas and Water, Method of Denling with, Stourbridge District Railway, 44
Pneumatic Process as applied for Sinking Foundations of Bridge at Copenhagen, 83
Pneumatic Process as used for Sinking Foundations of Bridge over the River Tyne at Perpignan, 127
Point de Jour, Paris, Bridge at the, 87
Port St. Louis, The, Paris, 97
Pontoon Bridge over the Rhine, 152
Prague, Foottbridge over the River Moldau at, 72
Pruth, Bridge over the River, at Cernova, 23
Pumping Engine at Victoria Station, Metropolitan District Railway, 49
Ralls, Piles made of Barlow's, used for Clevendon Pier, 122
Railway Bridges, Dutch, 137
Railway Bridge on the Sidewalk, 29
Railway Bridge, Pontoon, over the Rhine, 152
Railway Bridge over the Regent's Canal, 69
Railway Bridge, Swing, over the River Ouse, 144
Railway, The Great-Western, New South Wales, 5
Railway, Metropolitan [see Metropolitan Railway]
Railway, The Metropolitan District [see Metropolitan District Railway]
Railway, The Metropolitan and St. John's Wood, 62, 69
Railway, Metropolitan, Widening of the, 39
Sarah Josegross Crossing, Metropolitan District Railway, 50, 56
Roman's Artificial Stones, Caissons of, 174
Roscov's Suspension Bridge, 105
Reconstruction of Bridges over the Niculai Railway, 20, 149
Regent's Canal, Foot Bridge over the, 32
Regent's Canal, Railway Bridge over the, 97
Rerat's Scaffolding Apparatus, used for Under Water Piles, 171
Scaffolding Apparatus for taking down the Bridge over the Ohio at Cincinnati, 159
Scaffolding, Swing, for the El-Kantara Bridge, 138
Scaffolding for the Bridge over the Grand Surrey Docks, 30
Scaffold for the Suspension Bridge over the Ohio at Cincinnati, 159
Scaffold, Sinking Piles by, Under the Water Jet at, 173
Sand, Sinking Piles in by the Water Jet, 173
Sand, The Use of, for Stirling Centre, 172
Sawing off Piles Under Water, Apparatus for, 171
Scaffolding, Suspended, for the El-Kantara Bridge, 138
Scotbyhill, The Chestnut-street Bridge across the River, 153
Schneider's Swing Bridges, 122
Screw Piles, Apparatus for Sinking, 170
Screw Piles for Piers of Cockbourn Bridge, 11
Screwing Bridge of St. Louis over the River, at Paris, 97
Seine, Bridge over the, at Orival, 89
Seine, Bridge over the River, at the Point de Jour, 72
Seven Valley Railway, Bridges on the, 5
Sewer Crossing at Blackburn, Metropolitan District Railway, 38
Sewer Crossing at Shawsquare Station, Metropolitan District Railway, 36
Sewer Crossing, The Fleet, Metropolitan Railway, 49
Sewer Crossing, The King's Scholars' Pond, Metropolitan District Railway, 48
Sewers, Method of Dealing with Small, Metropolitan District Railway, 46
Sewer Works, Hallown Valley Improvements, 80
Signal Gear in connection with Swing Bridge over the River Parms at Stettin, 155
Signals for Swing Bridge over the River Ouse near Goods, 24
Signals for Swing Bridge over the River Parms at Stettin, 155
Singapore, Suspension Bridge at, 33
Sinking Screw Piles, Apparatus for, 170
Smokehouse, Station and Sewer Crossing at, Metropolitan District Railway, 52
Smithfield Marsh, Metropolitan District Railway, 64
Southport, Sinking Piles by the Water Jet at, 173
Station, Charing Cross, Metropolitan District Railway, 57
Station, Gloucester-road, Metropolitan District Railway, 37
Station, The Mansion House, Metropolitan District Railway, 60
Station, Notting Hill Gate, Metropolitan District Railway, 55
Station, Shawsquare, Station and Sewer Crossing at, Metropolitan District Railway, 52
Station, the Temple, Metropolitan District Railway, 55
Station, Victoria, Metropolitan District Railway, 37
Station, Westminster Bridge, Metropolitan District Railway, 49
Stock used for Dutch Railway Bridges, Tests of, 138
Stott, Swing Bridge over the River Parma at, 133
St. John's Wood Railway, the Metropolitan and, 62, 69
Stone Anchored Bridge at the Point de Jour, 87
Stone, Bridges of Cogilm's Artificial, 37
Stone Caissons, Butler's, 175
Strains on the Anchorages of Clifton Suspension Bridge, Niagara Falls, 133
Strains on the Anchor Timpers of the Temporary Bridges, 120
Strains on the Little Jutlandia Bridge, 118
Strains on the Swing Bridge over the Hulsam River at Albany, 130
Strains on the Swing Bridge over the Nene at Peterborough, Calculation of, 123
Strains on the Caisson of Clifton Suspension Bridge, Niagara Falls, 104
Strains on the Chains Supporting the Scaffolding, the effect of Changes of the El-Kantara, 94
Strains on the Chestnut-street Bridge, Philadelphia, due to Passing Load, 156
Strains on the Continuous Girders of the Penrith Bridge, Calculation of, 9
Strains on Continuous Girders at the Smithfield Marsh, Calculation of, 67
Strains on the Cernovitz Bridge under Test Load, 26
Strains on Dutch Railway Bridges under Test Load, 138
Strains on the El-Kantara Bridge under Test Load, 95
Strains on the Halton South Bridge, 115, 117
Strains on Iron Work of the Orival Bridge under Proof Load, 91
Strains on the Mount Union Bridge over the Juniata River, at Stettin, 152
Strains on the Victoria Bridge Widening, Filinco, 72
Strains on the Victoria Bridge Widening, Filinco, 72
Salvages connected with the Hallowm Valley Improvement, 89
Sewer Crossing, Foot Bridges at the Grand, 35
Suspension Bridge, Clifton, Niagara Falls, 192
Suspension Bridge at Singapore, 33
Suspension Foot Bridge over the River Mohocks at Prague, 72
Suspension Foot Bridge over the River Parms at Stettin, 155
Swing Bridge over the London Bridge, 37
Swing Bridge over the Penfold at Brent, 85
Swing Bridge over the River Hull at Ellerby, 94
Swing Bridge over the River Ouse near Goods, 23
Swing Bridge over the River Parms at Stettin, 154
Swing Bridges at the Grand Surrey Docks, 35
Swing Span of the Kansas City Bridge, 124
Tec., Foundations of Bridges over the River, 160
Temperature, The effect of Changes of, on Arched Structures, 2
Temperature, Effect of Changes of, on Clifton Suspension Bridge, Niagara Falls, 119
Temperature, Effect of Changes of, on Severn Railway Bridges, 7
Temperature, Effect of Changes of, on the Swing Bridge over the Ouse, 24
Temperature, Provision for Changes of, in the Chestnut-street Bridge, 34
Temperature, Provision for Changes of, in the Girders of the Cincinnati Suspension Bridge, 163